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Genealogical material in Oregon donation land claims, abstracted from applications. Portland, OR: Genealogical Forum of Portland, Oregon, 1957-. 5 volumes + geographic index volume. GEN 979.503 GENEALO 1957 v1-5 + index


Lewis County records in the office of the County Auditor, Chehalis, Washington [microform] 1847-1949. NW MICRO 979.782 LEWIS C 1847

www.digitalarchives.wa.gov/TitleInfo.aspx?TID=493


Pioneers who settled on Fort Lewis. Mary Jane Speelman. 1982. Includes a map of the 65 pioneer claims along with biographical sketches. MS 0265
Includes an alphabetical list of officials (along with their titles) whose signatures appear on donation land claim papers, a name index to all persons mentioned in claims, a geographical index to places mentioned in the claims, and an index to selected items of historical interest.
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